Abstract. In this paper, we have, under some conditions on cohomology, that the fixed point set of a smooth involution on a product of spheres is of constant dimension.
Introduction
Throughout this paper, we assume G = Z 2 . Let G act smoothly on a smooth closed manifold M with fixed point set F . Denote by M G the Borel construction associated with a G action on M , and by p : M G →B G = RP ∞ the fibre bundle with fibre M . It is well known that if F is nonempty, then it is a disjoint union of finite number of smooth closed submanifolds of M . In this paper, we study the relations between the dimensions of the components of F and the cohomology of M or M G . We will prove Theorem 1.1. Let M n be a smooth closed manifold with a smooth involution τ .
Then the fixed point set F is either empty or of constant dimension if one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(i) H * (M G ; Z) has a generator set {1, y j } as an algebra over H * (RP ∞ ; Z) with deg(y j ) odd for all possible j;
(ii) H * (M n ; Z) has no 2-torsions and is algebraically generated by some elements {x i } of odd degrees with deg(x i ) + deg(x j ) > deg(x l ) for i = j, and τ induces a trivial Z 2 action on H * (M n ; Z).
Let R be a principal ideal domain. Recall that M n is totally nonhomologous to zero in M G with coefficient in R if the fibre inclusion j : M n →M G induces a surjection in cohomology H * (−; R) ( [3, p373] 
is algebraically generated by some elements {b ij } 1≤j≤n with
We point out, since the statement
is true if and only if the smooth involution τ induces the trivial Z 2 action on H * ((S 1 ) n ; Z 2 ), the main theorem we proved there should be modified as follows.
Theorem. Any smooth involution on (S 1 )
n with the trivial induced Z 2 action on H * ((S 1 ) n ; Z 2 ) has either empty or constant-dimensional fixed point set F .
Proofs of the theorems
Let M n be a smooth closed manifold with a smooth involution τ . Then τ induces a Z 2 -equivariant vector bundle structure on the tangent bundle T (M n ) of M n . Let S ∞ be the infinite-dimensional sphere with a Z 2 action given by the antipodal involution. Consider the product space S ∞ ×M n with the Z 2 diagonal action. Then projection S ∞ × M n →M n is equivariant. Pulling back the Z 2 -equivariant vector bundle T (M n ) by this projection, we obtain a Z 2 -equivariant vector bundle over S ∞ ×M n , which defines a vector bundle over the Borel space 
) is a differentiable fibre bundle over RP (m) with fibre M n . Consequently, the tangent bundle of R m (τ ) splits and
whereT m (M n ) is called the tangent bundle along the fibres ( [2, p482] ). Actually, 
for every m > n.
Remark 2.1. Let W j (−) be the j-th Stiefel-Whitney class. Then whenever m > n,
. Let C(−) and C j (−) be the total Chern classes and the j-th Chern class respectively. Since η
as complex bundle and
where ρ is the mod 2 reduction homomorphism, we have
Thus I(τ ) can be computed by using either Stiefel-Whitney or Chern classes.
The following theorem shows some relations between I(τ ) and the algebraic structure of
Theorem 2.2. Let M be a smooth closed manifold with a smooth involution τ . Suppose there is a generator set {c
for each c i , then τ has either empty or constant-dimensional fixed point set F .
Proof. Suppose F = φ. In the case of coefficient Z 2 , consider the homomorphism ρ *
which is independent of the choices of x ∈ F , where m i is the degree of c i and
is independent of the choices of x ∈ F . So F is of constant dimension. In the case of coefficient Z, consider the complex bundle η x ⊗ C and the homomorphism ρ *
. Just as the preceding case, ρ * x is independent of the choices of x ∈ F . By Remark 2.1 again,
, then there are at most 2 k number of different maps ρ *
x for x ∈ F . Therefore F has at most 2 k number of components which are of different dimensions.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. For (i), ρ * x (y j ) = 0 for all possible j, since H odd (RP ∞ ; Z) = 0. Thus the homomorphism ρ * x is independent of the choices of x ∈ F and (i) follows from Remark 2.1.
For (ii), we consider the spectral sequence {E and W (T (RP (m))) = (1 + a) m+1 , where a ∈ H 1 (RP (m); Z 2 ) is a generator. Therefore by Remark 2.1, F must be of constant dimension if not empty. Now suppose V k contains a nontrivial summand of the form a n c i1 c i2 ...c ij , j ≥ 1. Then we claim j < n. To see this, we notice j * W (T m (M )) = W (M ) = 1 and that T m (M) is (nl)-dimensional. Thus there is no such summands as a n c 1 c 2 ...c n in W (T m (M )) neither in W (T (R m (τ ))). By using the formula (1), we can write V k as the sum
